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SOLID SURFACE, TRADITIONAL DESIGN

Cheviot’s #4100 Marco solid surface bathtub offers a modern 
take on a traditional cast iron bathtub while providing dura-
bility and easy maintenance. The bathtub features a reclined 
wall at one end and an upright wall at the other, resulting in a 
distinctive, modern design. Made of composite resin and hand 
polished to a glossy sheen, it has a strong and elegant rim profile, 
with a unique shape. The bathtub’s composite resin construc-
tion provides insulation that helps keep water warmer for the 
longest possible time. It features an integrated overflow with 
matching drain cover and is cUPC-approved. Cheviot Products. 
www.cheviotproducts.com

QUICK DRAIN CONNECTION

MTI’s BASICS tub model MBXFSX5832 features an integrated 
faucet deck to accommodate a Roman Tub faucet, an above-
floor rough-in so it can be installed on a slab or to make reno-
vation a breeze, and a quick-drain connection, all in a compact 
size of 58” long by 32” wide. The other model tubs are available 
in popular sizes and shapes. Drop-in soakers and whirlpools are 
ready to ship in five business days; air baths and freestanding 
models in seven. The tubs are handcrafted, water-tested and 
quality-inspected. The goal is to provide the plumbing contrac-
tor and business owner with handcrafted, quality products that 
will last. MTI Baths. www.mtibaths.com
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MASSAGING FEATURE

Americh’s Atlas is an extravagant, sophisticated, alluring design 
specifically handcrafted to appease the aesthetic senses. It offers 
a clean, sleek ambiance while providing a spacious interior for 
maximum relaxation. Several accessories, such as the Vibro 
Sonic Massage feature (pictured), can be included for an esca-
lating, decadent and gratifying experience. It is available in two 
sizes — 66” x 40” and 72” x 42” — and is constructed with the 
finest polymer composite. It is a part of the freestanding col-
lection and can be purchased with any system. It is available in 
all standard colors and compliant with UL and cUL standards. 
Americh. www.americh.com

HYDROTHERAPY SYSTEM

Mansfield Plumbing’s Swirl-way Combination Whirlpool and 
Air Massage Bath System combines the luxury of having a tub 
with both whirlpool jets and an air massage bath all in one easy-
to-use system. Available in 13 models, this bath system includes 
the Hydro-V backjet system, an inline heater, fully-adjustable 
jets, chromatherapy light system, ozonator and multi-function 
electronic keypad. The line includes five different hydrotherapy 
systems: bathtub, whirlpool bath, air massage bath, combination 
whirlpool and air massage bath and the MicroDerm therapeutic 
bath. Durable high-gloss cast acrylic is used to construct each 
system. Mansfield Plumbing. www.mansfieldplumbing.com




